How our coatings are made
Getting ready
for the next batch
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Planning the production schedule

Our larger factories produce around 650,000 litres
a week, in batches from 400 litres to 12,000 litres.
So careful planning is needed to ensure consistency
between orders, short lead times and efficient
processes.

Mixing the raw materials

We carefully add the raw materials to large dissolvers
for mixing. Then, we send around 30% of batches for the
pearl mill to break them down into even smaller particles.
We then move the batch to finished goods tanks for final
mixing and add any remaining materials here.

In between batches, we clean all
equipment thoroughly to ensure
there is no cross-contamination.
The small dissolvers are cleaned
in a special washing machine,
large dissolvers are washed with
handheld spray-guns and pipes
are flushed with solvent.

Creating the recipe
For each batch, a production
card is created using formulations
created by R&D. We may make
slight adjustments to suit the
requirements of the individual
customer. The card is like a
‘recipe’ that includes the exact
amount of each raw material
required to achieve the correct
batch size as well as any special
notes or process details.
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Testing for quality

We test a small amount of each batch in the lab for
viscosity, density, drying time, sagging (film thickness),
fineness and colour match. Our goal is to get 100 per
cent of batches right first time, but in reality around
12 per cent have to be adjusted.
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Weighing the raw materials

We use around 450 different types of raw
material, from solvents to colour pigments and
glass-fibre flakes. The raw materials for each
batch are weighed using automatic scales to
ensure the exact amount. Small amounts of
powder may be weighed by hand.

Drum filling

Once the lab has approved the coating, it is pumped to an
automatic filling line and put into drums with the correct
label, date and safety information. We then move the full
drums to the warehouse, ready to be sent to the customer.
For future reference, we save a small tin of coating from
every batch. A small tin of coating from every batch is
saved for future reference.

Did you know...?
EVERY
20 MINUTES

One truckload of coatings leaves our
factories roughly every 20 minutes.

Our fastest filling line can fill 400
litres of paint in 60 seconds.

60

We produce around 650,000
litres of coatings per week

450

We use around 450 different types
of raw materials in our coatings.

650,000
LITRES

Better for the environment
We take our environmental commitment seriously.
- Efforts are continuously made to reduce waste
(reduced 16 percent in 2014)
- Our energy use per ton of product has been
stable for the past five years despite
increasing automation
- 26 Hempel sites are environmentally
certified according to ISO 14001
Read more in our Corporate Responsibility Report.

